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16 Girls Chosen for ’39-40 Who’s Who

Taylor, Duke Plan Contest Programs

November 11 has been chosen as the date for the annual Gold Shiner contest. As usual, the Junior class will assist the Freshman, and the Sophomores are helping the Seniors. This year each class will give a thirty minute play, with a ten minute original skit between acts. Frances Loest has been appointed as junior representative in charge of the freshman play with Penny Taylor in charge of arrangements and Anne Utterback appointed to help direct the play. Each of the ten committees is to be headed by a junior advising the secretary on committee business.

M. Wright

Taylor has been a very busy place, with contests to plan and a lot of problems that she had to face. When she had decided that the plan for the contest was to be kept under wraps, she went to work on the contest to get it ready for the big day. M. Wright

A.C.P. Delegates

Attending the Associated Press Convention this week in Des Moines, Iowa, Margaret Weaver, Catherine Carver, and Dorothy Baldwin hope to learn some new methods to incorporate in GSCU publications.

Forsyth, Shealy Selected For Leads In Jester Production

Bascom Anthony Guest Speaker In Chapels

by Careen Stringer

The Rev. Bascom Anthony was again a visitor to our campus this week. He has made it a custom to spend one or two days with us for the past few years. He is always one of the most enthusiastically received speakers in chapel exercises and this year was no exception. On Thursday morning he talked to the sophomores and freshman and Friday morning to the juniors and seniors. He was introduced at both times by Presi-dent Wells.

The Rev. Anthony has his usual manner, calling out the upper classes "my dears" and "honey" at frequent intervals. He is known for being the most thoughtful man on the campus. He has a kind of a twinkle in his eyes and everybody has a good time listening to him. He is one of the best loved and the most respected of all the faculty.

Despite the fact that he was brought in by the student body to speak on the subject of the annual Gold Shiner contest, he was given a warm welcome by the students.
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Band Elects Stapleton For ’39-40 President

At the last meeting of the Band, the new officers chosen were: President, Miss Beatrice Millard, vice-president, Miss Frances Hathaway, secretary, Miss Edith Brown, and treasurer, Miss Dorothy Young. The Band is looking forward to a successful year.

Luchower, West Direct Pulitizer Prize Play

Hilda Fortson and Billy Shealy have been selected for the leads in the tentative casting for the Jester production. "Pulitzer Prize Play" was announced yesterday.

IRC Enlarges Roster With 11 Sophomores

At the last meeting of the Intercollegiate Relations Club, Luci Wagner, Dorothy Roderick, Diane Deneau, Beverly Hering, Viola Davis, Barbara Davis, Roberta Strong, Martha Farr, Donald Marcum, and Alice McConnel were elected to the new roster. Each of the members was chosen on the basis of their general scholastic average and their average in the Social Science. With the addition of these new members, the total is up to twenty-three.

ANNOUNCEMENT

At the staff meeting Monday night, "90 in the College Newsroom," all those who wish to continue working on the Paper must be present. The final revi-sion of the staff will be made then.
It Looks From Here

In something for the more adventurous part of the movie-going audience, there are two showings of ‘Pledge’ on Thursday, October 9, at 7:30 p.m. in the Student Union. The showings are sponsored by the Student Union Department of Films and are part of the West Campus Film Festival. The film is a driving, action-packed adventure set in the heart of the desert, following a group of friends as they try to escape the clutches of a ruthless gang of people. The main characters, played by top-notch actors, navigate treacherous terrain, face dangerous situations, and ultimately learn the true meaning of friendship and survival. Don’t miss this exciting and thrilling movie event!

Radio Program Features Hires' Compositions

Hires’ Jingle will be featured in the radio program scheduled for Monday, October 10, at 8:00 p.m. The jingle is a classic American soft drink advertisement and has been loved by generations of listeners. The program will also feature music from current artists, as well as some classic hits from the 1950s and 1960s.

Students Must Buy 300 More

Even though 100 tickets have been sold for membership in the College Association, an additional 300 tickets are needed to meet the required membership quota of 1,000 members. Therefore, members are asked to encourage their friends to join the association. The additional tickets are needed to cover the cost of membership.

Everett Lauded As Commission President

To ensure the continued success of the association, the commission president, Everett, is being highly praised for his excellent leadership and dedication. Everett is known for his passion for the organization and his ability to drive the association forward.

Opportunity for College Girls

Sisterhood's Annual Christmas Party $2.50

Open to all female members of the College Association, the annual Christmas party is a wonderful opportunity to meet new people and have a good time. The party will feature games, food, and drinks, as well as a special performance by the College Association. Don’t miss this fun event!

Jesters

(Continued from page 4)

The Jesters are a popular comedy troupe that performs throughout the year. They are known for their clever and witty humor, as well as their ability to engage the audience. The Jesters’ performance is sure to be a highlight of the evening.

Olympia Entertainment

A new entertainment venue, Olympia Entertainment, has opened in the city. It features a wide variety of shows, including live music, comedy, and other events. Make sure to check out this exciting new venue!

Cooperative Concert Sales Reach 1,000

Outstanding efforts have been made towards the concert sales, reaching a total of 1,000 tickets sold. This is a significant achievement, and the concert committee is proud of the hard work and dedication that went into making this happen.

Collegiate Digest
**New School for Tea Room Managers**

**They're Learning to Serve**

- Hundreds of university students and faculty members come to the student-run Tea House daily to get the best service by the students. The building is surrounded by green space.

- The patio of the Tea House is a favorite meeting-place during the hot months.

- Under a battery of pots and pans, Elizabeth Eno prepares mensajes for students. The meal is on the menu that they serve before graduation.

- In addition to the usual being good, the books must balance every night — and the student managers make a profit. Mary Neale is working here under the supervision of Director Catherine Cox.

---

**Hold That Line**

Harvard University's grid coaches are determined to determine their place in the national college football picture. The team's players' hands-down while they charge.

---

**CAMELS—Long-Burning Costlier Tobaccos**
First Lady Honored by Collegians

Ma, Franklin D. Roosevelt recently paid an unannounced visit to Alabama Polytechnic Institute, was greeted by these cordial leaders, Betsy Slowekler, Ruth Miller and Virginia Adams.

Collegiate Cigarette Photo by Doc Johnson

Another Goal

Michigan State College girls speed their play time in a fast game of field hockey.

Collegiate Cigarette Photo by Corso

Rockets for Tomorrow's Warfare

Go 700 M.P.H.

Powered with liquid fuel and capable of reaching speeds of 700 miles per hour, the experimental rockets at Clark University's. Dr. Robert H. Goddard are being eagerly watched by U. S. military officers for this possible application to modern warfare. For the past 30 years, Professor Goddard has been working on this problem and the United States Navy is now designing its own rocket. These rockets could be used for nautical propulsion as well as for land travel. Dr. Goddard's assertions are shown in the background.

Dr. Goddard examines one of the great rockets whose full scale is shown in the background.

Hedge-Hopping Co-eds Fly High

P-P-P-Crash and Burn! Who were people practicing on the art of hedgehopping as they could make their vehicle climb on time at the University of Nebraska.

Photo by Bubikleinscher

Good Football Players Must Run Low

...in Princeton University's grid matter, this was an "improper drill" to teach his team to keep their heads down.

This is the launching tower at Roswell, N. M., with a rocket in place ready for the take-off.

In vertical flight, the rockets leave a long trail of smoke This photo was taken from a motion picture film.
They're Happy About the Whole Thing

Gossling College's students must have made a good play just as the photographer wrapped this picture during a recent night, judging by the excitement and pleasure reflected in those faces.

He Pedals 375 Miles in a Day

Bob Estes, Washington College student, breezes across campus without looking back. He's riding his favorite economy bicycle, a base sandwich.

Professor and Pet Tooth Aching

Current President of Prof. Kerred Rem at the University of Michigan is John. Also enjoying one of his master's lecture on radio work or playing.

Gas Masks, Planes Come to College

8: Members of the Oxford University air squadron use their aircraft during a public exhibition. Observers report that they are the best of the Royal Air Force.

10: Sentries are not allowed to go outside, but these football exhibitors play without an audience. Note gas masks and helmets hanging on the fence.

Frosh Fire Burned - Early ... So Did Disgusted Frosh

1. One of the first "details" on many college campuses is the construction of a huge bonfire to celebrate the coming of fall or some big football game. Just to make this job a bit more exciting, the students sometimes try to set the. In this case, the bonfire touched off the last fire. The group at Chapel College, and its annual picture story of the event.

2. How the bonfire was causing the burning touches off the last fire. The group at Chapel College, and its annual picture story of the event.

3. At 3:30 p.m., despite careful guarding, someone had set the blaze. By mid-afternoon it was burning brightly, and several frosh watched madly to see how the flames would come.

4. While the fire was moving, a group of students tried to put out the flames. They used a hose and water, but the flames were too strong.

5. In the evening, the bonfire was removed to the outside of the campus, where it was watched by the students.

6. The fire was eventually put out, and the students returned to their normal activities.


Stories by Scandal-light-

It's Like Heaven to be the Ugliest Freshman

"No Danger In Underwater Observations"
States Beebe In Lyceum Lecture

Activity Fee Provides Funds for Seven Groups

Two Cases Come to Upper Court

Newspeak at Home Ec. Rally

Scientists Hold Record of 500 Fathom Dive

By Carolle Urquhart

Beebe Reveals Individuality in Interview

Dr. Willard Beebe explains to Miss Mabel Rup-5
e, former plan to develop the Forney Freshmen cam-

praise his work and its implications for the aver-

The "one that got away was exactly this big," Dr. Willard Beebe explains to Miss Mabel Rup-

Two cases recently reached the upper court of the College Government Association, Thursday, October 1, 1913. Two cases were brought up for discussion.

Case I: Offensive--A former student of the college

Penalties--Procedures for one

Case II: Offensive--A former student of the college

Penalties--Procedures for one

Newport Speaks at home Ec. Rally

The only rally of the college's home economics club is staged in Chapel Hall. Thursday, October 19, students have the assistance of not only the club's profes-
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**SPORTS RACKET**

**Skill Clubs Complete Try-outs**

Large Group of Tenderfeet Plan Lake Laurel Trip

The Tenderfeet Club is Planning a trip to Lake Laurel over the Christmas break. If you have an interest in participating, be sure to sign up by November 15th. To participate, you must be a member and pay the required fee. The trip will include swimming, hiking, and other outdoor activities.

**Outing Club to Spend Week-end in Open Trip**

The Outing Club will be holding its next outing to the state park over the weekend. Be sure to sign up early as space is limited. The club will provide transportation, food, and park entrance fees.

**New Members Elected To Golf Club**

Several new members have been elected to the golf club. If you are interested in joining, please contact the club's president.

**Brown relating between learning new strokes, students of the Swimming Club this week elected Elsa Carson President.**

At this week's meeting of the Swimming Club, Elsa Carson was elected as the new president. She replaces Jane Johnson, who has resigned from her position. Carson has been a member of the club for three years and is well respected by her peers.

**Tennis Club Holds Hot Tryouts**

The Tennis Club is currently holding tryouts to select new members. If you are interested in joining, please contact Coach Smith.

**RESUME OF ACTIVITY Fee**

Perhaps the most important thing to remember about the Activity Fee is that it can be used for almost anything you want. In addition, there are no restrictions on how you can use the fee, as long as it is used for charitable purposes.

**Remove These Signs. Please!**

If you see one of these signs, please take it down. It is a violation of the university's regulations and can result in severe penalties.

**The Colonnade**

**Collegiate Review**

The Collegiate Review is a student-run newspaper that publishes articles on various topics related to college life. It is a great resource for students to stay informed about campus events and issues. If you are interested in contributing to the newspaper, please contact the editor.

**The Colonnade, October 30, 1939**
Witticism and Criticism

"O yes some power the gift unspeakable
To see ourselves as others see us.
—ROBERT BURNS.

We print the following letter which we received this week.

Dear Editors of W. and C.: Your column interests me very much and I have enjoyed reading it very much. May I offer a criticism to be published in your column?

It is a point with us not only this dormitory but in most of the others. We are complaining about certain persons who listen in on our private telephone conversations. We would like to interest these persons through your column that we definitely don't appreciate the kind of talk concerning our welfare, because we feel that these conversations are our own and certainly nobody else. We do not believe that anyone has the authority great enough to take these privileges that belong exclusively to their own self. And if telephone calls aren't to tell me what is.

With sincere hopes that the parties in question will take a hint and thank you very much.

A SOPHOMORE

ANTHONY

(Continued from page one) and not 'buggers' toward other people.

When concluding, be told the students get all the knowledge they could because it will be needed later on but above all be asked that they not be victims of petty dictators and that they strive to learn to think.

CONCERT SALE

(Continued from page three) the only one given in the state.

By popular request, Cecilia Ogne will return to the campus and give a dance recital on April 6. Miss Ogne's performance here will her only appearance in the South.

INTERVIEW

(Continued from page three) all over the known world and in some spots that were not known as you probably gathered from the lecture.

Dr. Beebe stated blandly, "I am the most selfish man in the world," and explained by saying that he had always done exactly what he wanted to do. None of this "scientific, scientific" attitude about him! From all appearances he harbored a much more pleasure from his explorations as science has gained vital knowledge.

Not only fearless in the depths of the ocean, on the heights of the sky, in the earthly world of literature and music he deviates from the average course of convention. In Dr. Beebe's opinion, Lord Byron is a better poet than our revered Shakespeare and Spanish music gained special favor with him upon hearing some especially good choral music and dances by Miocene. Delightfully.

Maybe that's the expression that best sums up Dr. William Beebe as a person.

REVIEW

(Continued from page three) from here.

He began diving in an ordinary diving helmet, going down various depths ranging up to a maximum of 90 feet beyond which the pressure becomes so great that the unprotected body cannot stand.

With the invention of the helicopters divers of increasing greater depths were made, ranging from 1,200 feet to the final depth of 3,200 feet, the present record.

The lecture was accompanied by slides and motion pictures, showing in detail the very rare and intricate structure of the animals sought for beneath the Indian ocean. Fine so fantastic is the beauty of the seashells that one cannot help but admire them.

Mr. Beebe is now working on his book of the physical department, which is the advice of nature study club.

GOLDEN SLIPPER

(Continued from page one) Monday afternoon from four to six in the auditorium.

Lucy Duke, chairman of the sophomore committee, announced Friday that the sophomore play had already been selected. Since the plays do not have to be original this year they have selected a short story and have rewritten it in the form of a play. Dr. Duke

Tobacco...opens Doors to Fields where People Live, Work & Achieve

Today there are about 1,000,000 cigar stores, drug stores, country and grocery stores where you can buy cigarettes in the United States. These retailers, and the jobbers who serve them, have built up a service of courtesy and convenience unmatched by any other industry catering to the American public's pleasure.

There are another million people who are engaged directly or indirectly in the transportation of cigarettes to every town, hamlet and crossroads.

It is estimated that there are 1,602,000 tobacco farmers raising tobacco in 20 out of the 46 states. Good tobacco is one of the hardest crops to raise and bring to market, requiring great skill and patience from seed-bed planting to harvesting and curing. The modern tobacco farmer has done well the job of constantly improving the quality of his product.

The average length of service of the 13,250 workers in the Chesterfield factories, storage houses, leaf-handling and redeeming plants is over 10 years. This means that every step in the making of Chesterfield, regardless of how small, is handled by people who have had 10 years of experience and ability in keeping their jobs.

Truly Tobacco opens doors to fields where people live, work, and achieve, and Chesterfield takes pride in its ever increasing part in this great industry that is devoted entirely to the pleasure of the American public.

To Smokers, Chesterfield Cigarettes have always said, and now repeat, that in no other cigarette made can you find the same degree of real mildness and good taste, or the same high quality of properly cured and aged tobaccos. Chesterfield Cigarettes are made with one purpose only... to give smokers everywhere the milder, better-tasting smoking pleasure they want. You can't buy a better cigarette.
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